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About This Game

THE ULTIMATE GAME OF SURVIVAL...

The hull of your crippled vessel has ruptured, air is leaking into space, and weapons systems are down. Your mission could have
ended fifteen years of interstellar war, but now - as the only remaining crewman - your first order of business is to stay alive...

This thrilling adventure will take you from the bridge of the battlecruiser USS Lexington to the surface of the stark and deadly
planet Persephone. In an alien landscape of endless rock spires under skies of crackling electrical storms you open a crystalline

portal to another time and are faced with a terrible choice and the ultimate question:
What does it mean to be human?

NONSTOP ACTION- Salvage a crippled starship, survive a vicious battle in deep space, explore a vast alien installation,
align a wormhole across four dimensions and decide the fate of mankind.

TOTAL IMMERSION - Full motion video integrated into a 3D animated world. Layered sound effects and a thrilling
musical score take you on a gripping odyssey in deep space.

A DAZZLING VIRTUAL WORLD - exploration, character interaction and space combat in VGA. Explore a nine-level
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twenty-second-century battlecruiser and an alien world in seamless, smooth-scrolling 3D.
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Waste time with this game. Seriously. Do it. It's fun and absurd. There is no point to it, just explore and marvel.. Sweet!
KUDOS to you guys for giving us another iteration of Pro Strategy Football!! For those out there that haven't played PSF 2016 -
you will definitely want to give PSF 2018 a try. Like PSF 2016, it's a great coaching sim. It looks simple, but it can be complex.
You have to review your roster and your opponent's to see how you can best exploit your team's strengths to your opponent's
weaknesses. Stats.......it's all stats. The AI isn't a pushover. You will get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked if you
don't plan your moves. But it's fun as hell.

If you have played PSF 2016, well there isn't a lot new here. The playcalling menu has been streamlined a bit which is good. The
graphics are the same - which is fine. You can import\/export csv files for editing leagues and such and the career mode has
been expanded so that you can draft players and watch your team improve through infinite years. Nothing earth shaking......but
it's good to have a new version of the game. Only gripe - and it was my gripe on PSF 2016 - there is no crowd noise. Now I
know this is mostly a coaching simulator, but a bit of crowd noise in the background or at least when a team scores would add so
much atmosphere to the game. I don't know why they can't incorporate a proper sound file to make that happen. But they didn't
in this go'round. Maybe next time. Also, the music - well there is one loop - and it is loud. You cannot adjust the volume on the
music or anything else. It's either you switch it on or off. Odd. There should be some way to adjust the sounds.

Bottom line: if you have 2016 - might not be worth the $20 as there isn't a lot new. I bought it because I was so damn curious
about it since it was a new version. If you don't have 2016 - you should go for this. It's definitely fun.

WARNING: This is not a twitch football game. You cannot control the players. You watch the players execute the plans you
have made for them. The graphics are not Madden style. They are old school, yet charming graphics perfectly suited for the
purpose intended. This is basically a chess game where you decide what the players do - it's your guys versus their guys.
Make\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665decisions and you'll get your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you.
Of course there is a bit of luck and rng, which can be annoying, but in the end, it's all about the strategy.. I'm just doing a quick
pros\/cons for this one. I end up not recommending this one because of lack of choices, unsatisfying romance, and not feeling
invested in the story outside of action scenes.

+ Lovely art
+ Action scenes are well written
+ The three main characters have some depth

+\/- About 5 hours to complete all paths
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- Romance paths are underdeveloped and literally end with a black screen (because reasons)
- Tech babble
- 5 choices in the entire game (2 of which lead to instant bad ends)
- Duplicate scenes in the canon route (from the romance routes) cannot be skipped
- Side characters are flat and uninteresting, and only some of them have art to go with them. I've had this train simulator for
some months and I can highly recommend it. The realistic behavior and movement of the train is far better than any other train
simulators out there.

+ Great physics, sounds and train movements
+ Lovely AI traffic
+ Optional helpers gives you all the information you need while driving, with simple controls activated even grandmother can
drive these railcars!
+ It's easy to use the menus and the scenarios load quickly.
+ Frequent updates and good support from developer.

With this in mind and all the planned updates I think this will be a popular train sim with a lot of content very soon.
At this time the simulator can't offer the best-looking graphics, but I know this will be improved later on.. I can not say if the
game is good or bad because it does not run on my machine (Win 10 64 bit). And the developer and publisher does not need the
players to support their games on steam, so there is a thumbs down from me, pity I would have liked to play the game. The other
games of REALORE run strangely :-(

ich kann nicht sagen, ob das Spiel gut oder schlecht ist, da es auf meinem Rechner nicht l\u00e4uft (Win 10 64 bit). Und die
Entwickler und Publisher haben es ja nicht n\u00f6tig, die Spieler ihre Spiele bei steam zu unterst\u00fctzen, darum gibt es
einen Daumen runter von mir, schade, ich h\u00e4tte das Spiel gerne gespielt. Die anderen Spiele von REALORE laufen
komischerweise :-(. Looks good.. Very, very impressed by Shift Quantum.

I was anticipating that the shifting mechanism would be confusing, but this has not been my experience at all. The learning
curve has been smooth, with new ways to use the mechanism introduced to the player at an appropriate pace.

The visuals and theme tie together well. Even the menu system is part of the experience, not just a break in immersion.

I'm looking forward to more games by this developer.. Easy 100 %.
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Adds stuff to the USA. Not much else to say.. If you like games that are unresponsive. This is the game for you!. The DRM in
this game is both intrusive, and draining on PC resources, and has limited activations to boot. My CPU usage went from 7% to
100%, which should not happen in an imitation 8-bit game, and prevented me from starting it up a second time after the initial
install. What I did get to play suffered from controls that felt stiff and uncomfortable to use. Even at 80% off, this is not worth
the money.. Took less than an hour to complete all levels. short but sweet game. I am unsure if i want to give it a thumbs up or
down honestly. the premise was ok, but the execution was a bit simplified. The last level was a joke. Paid less than a dollar for
the game and got less than an hour out of it with no real sense of accomplishment. I suppose i am leaning slightly toward the
thumbs down... wish i had more to say, but thats how little this game left me with. hope this helps. Honestly I found this game to
be boring and didn't feel compelled in the slightest to return to it after playing for a bit.. I'm just saying this game would be so
much more fun if u could keep ur village and not have levels just build and expand
plus the stuffcan be hard to control i flatten land and it destroys houses i kinda like it but it should be free $19.99 is a rip off. A
good, yet short teaser for Jonathan's next game The Last Crown: Blackenrock, many of us have waited a very long time to be
able to play Blackenrock since The Lost Crown came out. This is a perfect Halloween story with lots of references to the first
game.

It is very easy to get stuck and i found some items that seemed to have no point other than just being there. You will have to go
back and forth a lot to check if you did the correct thing.

On the DJ Voucher scene, the game can bug out. Simply press F5 and hit No, it should bring your mouse pointer back up and
you can leave the scene.

Enjoy and Happy Halloween! If you liked The Lost Crown, you will enjoy this short tale.. WELL YOU MESSED UP AGAIN
704 WHERE'S DEEP ROAR OF ENGINES WHINNING VACUMM CLEANER AGAIN WAKE UP SOUNDS ARE
IMPORTANT
oh they forgot to put mutiplayer lobby clock so we can get all player's in instead of restarting
 a lobby five time to get all racers we invite to race..... again you dropped the ball on this important part of racing together
many people dont know what to do fix your wheels setting
LOOK IDIOTS ......option\controls\wheel delete all buttons mapp your own buttons\funtions and you wheel works fine i see too
many ppl say wheel controls don't work here' the FIX
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